
is blind. He talks about seeing, and 
people ask him to come and look at 
things, which he considers to be as great 
a compliment as he can be paid — 
although it is he who makes it possible. 

Remarkable too, is the discovery that 
RH. Thompson has a natural flair for 
comedy. Says Gillard, "Sly's a key 
character, very funny. Everyone knows 
what a fine, serious actor R.H. is, but 
very few serious actors can be funny. 
Eric had worked with him on American 
Christmas Carol, and just felt that he 
could do it" 

Funded through Newhouse, the 
Winnipeg investment corporation, the 
film is co-exec-produced by Gene Gor
man (F.I.S.T. and 50 other major 
movies over the last twenty years) and 
Dale Falconer, one of the moves behind 
TOFCO, independent distribution con
sortium in the U.S.A. 

After two weeks exterior shooting in 
Nova Scotia, the film continues for 
another five in Toronto. 

Martin Harbury 
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«The Fright», Quebec filmmaker 
Jean-Claude Lord's sixth feature is being 
shot entirely in Montreal. The interior 
and exterior sequences require a 40-

day shooting schedule, and, into their 
fourth week crew and cast are confident 
the film will be finished on schedule. 

American screenwriter, Brian Taggert 
is available on the set for any consulta
tion necessary. Two other Americans 
are also members of the cast: Lee 
Grant in the starring role of Deborah 
Ballin, television broadcaster (with 
Montreal-bom William Shatner as her 
friend and studio news director, Gary 
Ball); and Linda Puri a relative new
comer on the Hollywood scene, who 
plays Sheila Monroe, a caring nurse 
who refuses to let herself become cal
loused. The conflict in the movie re
volves around the character of Colt 
Hawker, a deranged man who has a 
fixation about the Ballin TV personality 
and wants to kill her. Portrayed by 
Michael Ironside, Colt focuses his atten
tion on the woman who is a mother 
figure to him — an embarrassment 
which simultaneously pains and terrifies 
him. 

Ironside says the film reminds him of 
a quote by Paul Schroeder, which con
trasts the classical methods of suicide in 
Eastern and Western society. In the 
former, they isolate themselves, dis
creetly pulling down the blinds and 
quietly doing away with themselves ; in 
the latter, it's a matter of going out 
publicly, with a loud bang. "The most 

Awaiting The Fright? Here Lee Grant with William Shatner. 
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difficult part for me is making Colt 
believable, giving him the proper 
organic roots — a background to come 
from. But he's an interesting analysis, as 
there's a sensuality, a tactileness, about 
him. I want the audience not to sympa
thize with him, but to be able to empa
thize with his character" 

Originally budgeted at $4.8 million. 
The Fright is a Filmplan International 
production whose budget has currently 
shot up to $5.5 million ; the result of a 
production decision to boost the quality 
of the feature. No international or tele
vision pre-release distribution deals 

have been made by the producers, who 
claim this is not a part of their policy. 
The feature is slated for release in 
October, 1981, and while some interim 
financing was generated by the Canadian 
Film Development Corporation, $3 mil
lion came from Corporation Civitas 
Ltee (of which Filmplan is a subsidiary). 
The film is part of a public offering 
currently being circulated by Filmplan 
International. 

An imposing eight-inch silver switch
blade is one major prop in the film, while 
a second, more harmless, is the TV 
personality's pet — a four-year-old 
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macaw. This colourful. South Arnerican, 
long-tailed parrot was bom and bred in 
captivity in Florida, until he was bought 
by Filmplan. In the film he will fly across 
a room to perch on someone's shoulder. 
Although the script does not require 
him to talk his handler, Torontonian 
Marc Conway, says that he has taught 
the bird to say, "Don't kill that man," 
among a few other choice lines. Whether 
or not the director choses to exploit the 
parrofs verbal talents remains to be 
seen. 

One of the more interesting locations 
is the tenth floor of an abandoned ware
house on St Lawrence Street Affording 
a fine view of the city of Montreal 
(including spectacular sunsets and rising 
moons), its isolation makes it an ideal 
temporary studio. Unit manager Michel 
Wachniuc was responsible for the dis
covery. In return for use of the premises, 
production carpenters have built up the 
previously uncompleted floor to include 
Armstrong ceilings, floors, walls and 
doors. Fortunately for the building's 
owner, this has already led to a pros
pective new tenant 

In the film, most of the tenth floor will 
appear as the hallways and wards of — 
as the sign at the elevator states — the 
County General Hospital, in small-town 
Massachusetts. However, Colt Hawker's 
two-and-a-half room apartment is also 
set on the premises. The crew has had to 
contend with the only other tenant of 
the building by asking his plumbers to 
cease drilling while one of the main 
scenes was being shot One of the film's 
several locations has included a fascina
ting one-day shoot at Montreal's Institute 
of Cardiology where bona fide surgeons 
were "shot" at work in their operating 
room. Plans for other interesting loca
tions are in the works. 

One cast member described the story 
as being halfway between Wait Until 
Dark and Taxi Driver, emphasizing 
that the actors are striving for the same 
level of quality. Several crew members 
felt that they were working with an 
excellent film based on a healthy script 
Moreover, most of the seventy-plus 
workers are earnestly going about their 
duties despite a schedule that frequently 
results in their finishing work at three 
and four a.m. 

Energy and dedication aside, Jean-
Claude Lord's first English feature may, 
or may not prove to be a fresh variation 
on the psychodrama theme. Mere en
tertainment or entertainment with 
depth ? In time, its artistic quality and 
box office receipts will tell the tale. 

Anna Fudakowska 
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